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**Supplemental Figure S1**: Comparison of age across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.

**Supplemental Figure S2**: Comparison of sex across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.
**Supplemental Figure S3:** Comparison of systemic sclerosis type across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.

**Supplemental Figure S4:** Comparison of NT-proBNP across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.
Supplemental Figure S5: Comparison of pulmonary vascular resistance across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.

Supplemental Figure S6: Comparison of pulmonary arterial wedge pressure across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.
Supplemental Figure S7: Comparison of mean pulmonary artery pressure across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.

Supplemental Figure S8: Comparison of forced vital capacity across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.
**Supplemental Figure S9**: Comparison of diffusion lung capacity for Carbon Monoxide across the DETECT Discovery and Sheffield Confirmatory Cohorts.

**Supplemental Figure S10**: Pearson correlation of RAGE protein levels with FVC % predicted in the DETECT cohort.
Supplemental Figure S11: Serum concentrations of the eight common analytes in DETECT serum patients with diffuse compared to limited SSc. Box and Whisker plots represent the interquartile range (box) with the line representing the median and whisker the full range of the data. Individual patient samples are represented by dots. The values in the top left corners represent the p-value of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test between the two patient groups.